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Garmin basecamp uk

Track Draw lets you track planned changes to route altitude and views to help you estimate the difficulty of hiking or cycling. Plan the perfect sightseeing route for your next trip and make sure the navigator guides you through certain routes. Play routes and songs over time, and save and share your
adventures. Terrain Terrain BaseCamp Survey shows your topographical map data in 2D or 3D on your computer screen, including contours and elevation profiles. Retrieve map data from your handheld device or import maps that you downloaded or purchased from a DVD or microSD™ card. Consider
our topo series of maps that offer detail on a scale of 1:100,000 or 1:24,000. Geotag Photos BaseCamp software allows you to geotag photos, associate them with specific waypoints. You can see the exact scenery in any given place. Transfer photos to your handheld device or send geotagged photos
directly to friends or family so they can navigate directly to your favorite places in the future. Transferring satellite images with BaseCamp and BirdsEye Satellite Images subscription, you can transfer unlimited amounts of satellite images to outdoor or fitness devices and seamlessly integrate these images
into your maps to get a real representation of your surroundings. This makes it easier to explore campsites, water sources, potential hazards and more. If you prefer raster topographic maps, you can also download BirdsEye Select maps and only pay for the data you download. For more information about
BaseCamp for manuals, videos, and other useful information, see the Support Center. Download for FreeDOWNLOAD NOW from September 29, 2020 Download (60.30 MB) View installation instructions Notes: System requirements: Windows 7 SP1 or later is required. Computers running older operating
systems can use BaseCamp 4.2.5. . NET framework 4.6 is required. If necessary, the current version of .NET will be installed. 1 GB of system memory is required, 2 GB of system memory is recommended when using BirdsEye snapshots or Garmin Custom Maps. To enable 3D display, a video card that
supports OpenGL version 1.3 or later is required. If you're experiencing problems interacting with map views, make sure you've installed the current video card drivers. BaseCamp recognizes all MapSource products except BlueChart. BaseCamp does not work with serial GPS devices. History changes
made from version 4.7.2 to 4.7.3: Various stability changes and bug fixes Changes made from version 4.7.1 to 4.7.2: Fixed a routing mismatch issue on the Zumo XT Fixed map view issue on Zumo XT Re-enabling Yelp Search Various stability fixes and foursquare and parkopedia errors will now be
displayed in BaseCamp as preloaded maps on specific devices Changes made from version 4.7.0 to 4.7.1 : Updated help links Updated links to the Garmin Forum Various bug fixes and improvements Changes made from version 4.6.2 to 4.7.0: BaseCamp to meet GDPR GDPR requirements MTP Device
Support Removed Online Components Garmin Adventures Removed Garmin Cloud Drive support Removed Garmin Connect find and upload Removed Picasso photo sharing Changes made from version 4.6.1 to 4.6.2: Fixed an issue showing graphs of route increases Changes made from version 4.5.2
to 4.6.1: Added support for downloading image previews for BirdsEye Select. Added support for DEM shading display for some cycling map products. Added support for tracking metadata from FIT files. Improved position coordinate entry in the Waypoint Properties dialog box. Improved performance of
some track editing operations on the map. Updated Czech translation for the road. Updated route avoidance settings to make them more similar to PNDs. Fixed BaseCamp incorrectly showing some maps on the card or device as locked. A fixed route over departure dates does not always appear as
expected in the Route Properties dialog box. Fixed routes created in BaseCamp that didn't show lane assistant and junction views on some nuvi devices. Fixed treasures that didn't vomit properly as found on Oregon facilities. Fixed a search issue on some maps. Fixed an issue with canceling route
calculations. Fixed an out-of-memory error related to an overly large enlarged back buffer. Fixed an incorrect total space displayed in the Device Information dialog box for some nuvi and zumo devices. Fixed the Send to and Receive from Devices dialog boxes, which sometimes allowed the user to select
devices. Fixed an issue with the BaseCamp prompt that old software updates are available. Fixed other various errors. Changes made from version 4.5.1 to 4.5.2: Fixed some issues with sending data to the device Fixed an issue with de-calculating the route when editing data on the device Fixed an issue
with FIT activities, that were not read from etrex Touch Fixed route passes appear in the list of sites fenix 3 and epix Fixed various problems when disconnecting the device when editing data on the device Changes made from version 4.5.0 to 4.5.1 : Fixed the scrolling problem in the trip planner Fixed
problems reading some 3rd party maps Fixed an issue with searching in the route dialog Fixed not exporting to text files Fixed the problem of writing Garmin Custom maps files Changes made from version 4.4.7 to 4.4 5.0: Added user preferences to configure mouse hover tool tips Added map product
selection and search to create route dialog box Added menu item to run create route dialog added hotkey (Ctrl) draw direct route segments when routing Added zip code searches supported map products Added the ability to add and edit certain data directly on PND devices (data that has not yet been
read by devices) Added the ability to manage waypoints on fenix 3, including deletion (requires firmware version 4.21 or higher). Added icons for VIRB action camera and wearable It was easier to see and access BirdsEye help Better first speed of quick search and address search Improved street pairing
in address search Improved treatment for Google Earth is interrupted interrupted Updated Garmin Express Fixed route instructions sent by nuvis and zumos not displaying Junction View Fixed reading track time from VIRB X action cameras Fixed an issue where route information did not appear in map
tips Fixed an issue. when memory cards did not appear on some devices Fixed problems with Garmin Custom Maps Fixed errors when exporting KML files Fixed crashing crashes Crashes When disconnecting base station Device Repaired crash after opening GPX files with far future time stamps
Improved error handling with smooth errors with issuance errors issuing a warning when opening paths Fixed crash when disconnecting base station opening gpx files with far future time stamps Improved error handling with smooth error handling with smooth attempts to drive corrected crashes when
disconnecting base station Fixed crash after opening gpx files with far future time stamps Improved error handling with far away I fixed various errors Changes made from version 4.4.6 to 4.4.7 : Fixed the option not to insert track points at the end of the track Fixed GPI files that are not read from SD cards
Fixed do not get fit location from fenix 3 Fixed Trip Planner printout does not display correct fixed error times calculation statistics when multiple tracks are selected Changes made from version 4.4.4 to 4.6 : Fixed the problem with basecamp copying BirdsEye from SD card every time, when the tab is
attached Fixed an issue with dragging a search result into the directional point list Fixed an issue with the Find POI category and drop downs subcategory that does not correctly update the search Fixed another problem when using the Hand tool and &lt;ALT&gt;key to insert route points, while the trip
planner is open Fixed an issue with displayed route travel times Fixed an issue with not correctly detecting route merge conflicts when receiving data from the device. Added back 'Create BirdsEye from selection' item where selection contains BirdsEye Fixed odd selection behavior when using hand tool to
scroll map Fixed problem with inserting route or tracking points using manual tool not always selecting the correct insertion location Changes made from version 4.4.2 to 4.4.4: Fixed several problems when using Pan and &lt;ALT&gt;key to move route points Fixed a problem with route decommissioning,
linear segments have been improved after each waypoint. It now supports maintaining the shape of sections of tracks that are not near the road. Improved processing in situations where the computer is out of memory Changed displayed route times to take into account stopover Fixed an issue with higher
education map symbols that appeared as airports Fixed certain cases of route direction text where text was turned left/right instead of bear left/right Fixed an issue when converting a route through a context menu in the data list Fixed various problems sending data to memory cards Changed automatically
unlock BirdsEye for when sending BirdsEye to the card on this device Fixed various problems with adventure search Fixed the problem of sending ADM files to tabs for naval devices Added command line option /Disable3D disable 3D display in BaseCamp. This option has been added to avoid startup
problems with incorrect graphics drivers. Changes made from version 4.4.1 to 4.4.2: Fixed an issue when transferring data to the device after upgrading from BaseCamp&lt;/ALT&gt; &lt;/ALT&gt; &lt;/ALT&gt; Fixed an error in calculating a route that was not completed on newer Unicode maps (such as City
Nav Europe) Fixed an issue with the trip planner. who sometimes failed to create a path on newer Unicode maps (for example, City Nav Europe) Changes made from version 4.3.3.5 to 4.4.1: Added notification that eligible devices can install maps on the desktop using Garmin Express Added the ability to
create and manage areas to avoid routing Added properties (and shading) for public types of survey country Added progress bar in the data list for downloading BirdsEye Added progress bar on BirdsEye guide for downloading BirdsEye Added way, how to activate BirdsEye subscriptions within BaseCamp
Added option to return to BirdsEye dialog guide and select a new area (subscription only) Added option to disable display of images in map view Added option to mark treasure as unupubscribed Added some additional waypoint symbols to be more consistent with newer nuvi and zumo devices Added



duplicate list and content Menu option Added column in data list for name route point category Added map context menu option to find the most recently used search category Improved response time when filling in the birdseye provider list Changed how the closest results of the area on the map are
displayed when crossing on the active transition Changed to ask whether the waypoint should be shared between routes when splitting the route Changed to preserve the settings in the print page settings dialog box : the ability to recalculate routes to match the maps on the device. This is now only
enabled by default for zumo devices. Fixed an issue with incorrectly displayed nautical heights Fixed problems when reading GPX files, that contain invalid times Fixed odd rendering on newer City Navigator Maps Fixed problems with inconsistent Fixed Select All stop statistics in lists that do not select last
item Fixed issues when trying to transfer data to read-only cards or fitness devices that do not receive generated BaseCamp data Changes made from version 4.3.4 to 4.3.5 : Fixed a problem finding user manuals for devices Fixed issue with height chart display for tracks Fixed track renaming issue while
track renaming issues were selected Fixed an issue with importing a GPX file that contained a route that contained several modes of transport Fixed various issues after clearing custom activity profiles Fixed sending Garmin Adventures to device Fixed various issues when the device was disconnected
when BaseCamp uses it Changes made from version 4.3.3 to 4.3.4 : Fixed an issue when trying to install an older version Changes made from version 4.3.2 to 4.3.3: Fixed an issue when importing a file and encountered errors or warnings in the file Fixed an issue with adding or editing an activity profile
Fixed an issue with changing the initial photo of an issue with adventure when connecting tracks Changes made from version 4.3.1 to 4.3.2 : Fixes several startup issues Fixed a bug after extruding the device Fixed the Device Transfer Options page enabled changes made from version 4.2.5 to 4.3.1:
Added waypoint categories to waypoint and bulk waypoint property dialog box Added task to startup Menu allows users to choose what they want to do to give more help to what BaseCamp can do Added address search UI, which works more like MapSource Added Find Intersection to find menu Added
richer context menus in most tools on the map Added features for route calculation, that tries to customize the shape of the track Added a feature to optimize routes within the trip planner Added a way to make it easier to find recently downloaded BirdsEye images Added way to filter adventure by activity
when using find added adventure selected on the map Added view of route statistics when (1) edit route on map Added display of track statistics when editing track on map Added device information Added device information Added support for calculating road route curve Added snap indicator on the map
when drawing new points on the route Added option to exclude part of the route in the route link dialog box Added off road profile and clarified the difference between Off Road and ATV Added prompt to maintain original tracks when joining tracks Added keyboard shortcut to open and close the overview
map Added altitude statistics to the Add statistics dialog box to the bulk route properties dialog box Added option to remove forming Points from routes in routes in the data list Added display of rubber tape when moving the waypoint on the map Added view of state and city search results Added the ability
to create lists in the Send dialog box added the option to uncheck all when managing custom points of interest Added support for Lat/Lon coordiantes, missing cardinal directional indicators Added comment column for songs in data list Added additional descriptive messages added errors Added errors
When adding FIT file support for the Import Improvement performance dialog box the first time you find device maps Improved address search on devices or maps of improved positions on the map Improved drawing performance of large lines and routes Improved track and route filtering performance
Improved track search performance Improved traceability Adventure Edit. Publish, a View Actions Online Improved display of individual parts of the tracking in the connection tracking dialog box Improved device communication performance when transferring photos Improved notification that a
subscription is needed for the selected BirdsEye product Improved recovery from corrupted cache information from device maps Simplified default toolbar layout excluded some editing tools Changed map selection combobox to be hidden by default Layout Fixed an issue with encrypted custom POI
search (for RV and device dezl) Fixed problems with routes that have multiple modes of transport Fixed equipment climb and descent values are not displayed fixed trip planner crash when adding food stops paths Fixed Basestation does not update does not update last update time for contacts Fixed an
issue with reading photos of waypoints that had missing photos Fixed map points remaining on the map after turning off all Fixed Adventure play points does not take into account Fixed possible error when creating backup files Fixed problem with inverted routes maintaining previous departure times Fixed
various language translations Removed printing restrictions for card and device based map products. Changes made from version 4.2.4 to 4.2.5: Fixed strings that appear in multiple languages in the Fixed Long Delay UI when changing the route activity profile in the Route dialog box Fixed long delay
when converting a route to a route Fixed an issue where changing the activity profile of individual sections of a route was not applied unless one of the occasional swipes was also changed Fixed the problem by clicking on the next one in the geotagged photo properties dialog box when there is only one
photo in the list fixed long delays in the selection of many points in the list of track points Fixed long delay when inserting many points in the list of points track Better robustness auto-storage user data Changes made from version 4.2.3 to 4.2 .4 : Fixed a bug when deleting the last track point in the song
Fixed Continue guidance on zumo 660 Instructions Fixed an issue with finding an address when running in languages other than English Fixed user data from files FIT that was not read from 800 Fixed error when deleting user data from a list or folder of the Fixed Error list when using the Trip Planner
Fixed error when selecting a track from which to create an adventure. Changes made from version 4.2.2 to 4.2.3: Fixed imported files, that did not create lists in the right place Added the ability to delete and delete user data when selecting the list folder Added keyboard handlers to the geotagged photo
properties dialog box Added for linking tracks when brush point timestamp does not include Added support for transparent color in custom POI files Added waypoint export , routes, and tracks to KML Added reading fitness courses from edge devices, these are converted to tracks Improved quick search
response, search speed and usability Improved UI views trip planner refresh and resize behavior Change so that the menu items Install maps and Check for device software updates are always visible and allow you to change the recalculation of the route if necessary when the route properties dialog box
is hidden , not only when changing the Change selection so that the folder list may not have unique names in the same parent folder Fixed an issue with junction display information in routes that are not calculated correctly, it may not work on some older devices Fixed an issue with the fact that route
statistics are not updated after editing the track Fixed various problems with trip planner Fixed an issue with reading some map files from PND Fixed an issue with some drag-and-drop operations Fixed rounding of dimensions in the truck and RV routing options Fixed an issue with the display of many error
dialog boxes if if is disconnected during transfer Fixed drag/drop adventure from search results to Trip Planner Fixed an issue when creating a route from yelpu search result that failed geocode Fixed problem with fitness data not preserved when sharing data with Garmin cloud storage Changes made
from version 4.2.1 to 4.2.2: Fixed startup problem when opening some map installations Fixed a startup issue with the opening of the Trip Scheduler Fixed various issues with upgrading older databases Fixed an issue with finding named tracks Fixed activity-based routing Fixed the release with
modifications to routes received from the device Fixed an issue when using find changes made from version 4.1.1 to 4.1.2: Fixed an issue with Basestation mode. Fixed an issue where BaseCamp did not remember the correct location of the toolbars. Fixed an issue where custom poi symbols from poi files
were incorrect. Fixed an issue with address search. Fixed an issue where the search update used the last location on the map, not the current one. Fixed an issue where cutting (Ctrl-X) a photo on the device removed the photo and prevented the user from pasting it. Fixed an issue with some Asian
language map products. Fixed an issue with deleting brush points. Fixed an issue with creating a route in a folder. Fixed an issue where the manual tool was not always set as the default tool. Fixed some menu inconsistencies between search results, context menus, and local map menus. Changes made
from version 4.1.0 to 4.1.1: Fixed an issue where BaseCamp did not respond if a particular GPI file (006D135900. GPI) was present on the device. Fixed an issue where BaseCamp didn't seem to recognize some MTP devices (it took a few minutes for BaseCamp to display the device). Detection of
devices of these devices should now be much faster. Fixed an issue with garmin cloud where sync between Mac and PC didn't work properly. Fixed an issue with Restore from a previous version. Fixed an issue where the use of the city search engine (in the Find Location Options text box) led to a crash if
the map did not prompt city searches. Fixed an issue with finding a city on the Global Map. Fixed an issue with searching for user data. Fixed a startup issue. Changes made in version 4.0.5 to 4.1.0: Added support for Garmin Cloud Storage. Added support for finding and displaying custom BÉ from
devices (GPI file support). Added the ability to report map errors directly from BaseCamp. Added support for new statistics to track extensions, it should allow BaseCamp and future devices to have the same track statistics. Better error messages have been added for adventure publishing failures.
Implemented part I search experience rework (simultaneous search, less confusing input field, added find menu, added support for searching user data). Improved behavior when editing or deleting route and route points in BaseCamp now remembers the position in the list. Improved decimal accuracy for
low speeds. Improved Send to device and Receive from Dialogs. Fixed an issue where geotagged photos were incorrectly prompted on Garmin devices. Fixed an issue where the size of the folder data list has not been Fixed an issue with importing KML files from Google Earth. Fixed an issue where the
original routes were not restored after cancellation during the route link calculation phase. Fixed an issue where single-digit entry to arrival and departure times may not have reached the database. Fixed an issue with the display of waypoint comments that took more than 1 line. Fixed an issue with
missing/corrupted system services. BaseCamp now prompts the user. Fixed an issue with sending dog icons to older Garmin devices. Fixed an issue with resetting the activity profile. Fixed an issue where BaseCamp sometimes didn't sync with devices. Fixed a recovery issue. Fixed some issues with
back and forth. Fixed shutdown issues. Fixed an issue in Danish when viewing route properties. Fixed an issue where BaseCamp did not display TOPO Sweden V3 - Svealand. Changes made from version 4.0.4 to 4.0.5: Fixed an issue when changing the selection of a list or folder with the closest results
displayed on the map. Fixed an issue when changing the selection of a list or folder when drawing a route. Fixed an issue with the visibility of the search toolbar that was not remembered between application launches. Changes made from version 4.0.2 to 4.0.4: Fixed some issues with publishing
adventures. Fixed an issue with remembering the layout of data and map panels. Fixed an issue with remembering the location of toolbars. Fixed some layout issues in Windows XP. Fixed ordering photos during adventure playback. Fixed various stability issues with route properties. Fixed problems
connecting the route and the route. Fixed some issues with device transfer and adventure. Fixed an issue with importing gdb and kml. Fixed problems with playing adventures. Fixed an issue with exporting waypoints with dog icons. Fixed an issue where orphaned routes over a point stay on the map in
some cases. Fixed an issue where geotagged photos were not cleaned after removal. Fixed an issue with the notes tab where links where they are not stored correctly. Fixed various other stability issues. Improved speed for the first display of adventure properties. Improved transition when
entering/leaving adventure playback mode. Changes made from version 4.0.1 to 4.0.2: Added smoothing of speed and heart rate charts. Improved song join inside an adventure change so that filter results don't appear in search results if there are no results to filter. Fixed a layout that is not correctly
remembered between application starts. Fixed an issue where some card products were not recognized. Unfortunately, this requires re-indexing all card products. Fixed a different layout after playing adventure. Fixed an issue where the Reference tab page was not updated correctly when you changed
the selection. Fixed an issue with route alignment shaping point information when deleting points from the route. Fixed an issue with changing the color of a brush when filtering tracks. Fixed an issue with a non-update summary in the route dialog box when points were not selected. Fixed some issues
with login and re-login for MyGarmin services Fixed doing a rollback when drawing route termination routes. Now only the last middle point is deleted. Fixed an issue when importing photos with invalid EXIF data. Fixed text messages from Basestation devices that were repeatedly reported Fixed a
problem with connection with the procedure Fixed an issue with the route division tool Fixed a problem with duplicating routes Fixed an issue with sending connectors fixed an issue with repeated line breaks that were repeatedly added to GPX files Fixed a problem with clicking and dragging on the map by
hiding properties in the Dialog Box Fixed an issue with importing KML or KMZ files that had downloadable content. Fixed a bug when creating a waypoint through the map context menu when the list folder was selected: Fixed an issue where the direction point sort was not updated when changing the
main track in the adventure, which was resolved: There was an issue when you clicked X to remove the tag from the Reference tab page. Fixed an issue when changing the level of map detail before focus on the map view. Fixed an issue where the date the photo waypoint was created did not match the
date the PHOTO EXIF data was created Fixed an issue with waypoints that sometimes do not appear on the Map Changes made from version 3.3.3 to 4.0.1: Added Garmin Adventures, inclusive; create, publish, search online, download, play, and transfer to support devices. Added arrival, departure and
stopover times for the route through points. Added context menu on the map for manual and selection tools. Added support for the date the waypoint was created, which does not change when the waypoint is updated. A list has been added to the waypoint properties dialog box to show the routes in which
the waypoint is used. Added the ability to collapse folder groups (such as My Collection or Devices). Added temperature and pressure support in track statistics and graphs. Added support for deleting waypoints that are part of a route. Added Basestation mode for compatible Astro, Rhino, and Alpha
devices. Additional columns have been added to the data view for waypoints, garmin custom maps, geokachas, and photos. Added support for entering a position using an alternate grid/base in the Last To Map dialog box. Added the ability to save the original track when filtering. Added view data placed
for GeoCaches. Added intersection search when using keywords or '&amp;amp;. Added the ability to bulk edit multiple fields for waypoints. Added the ability to create a waypoint from map search results. Added the ability to transfer subscription-based BirdsEye images that contain failed downloads.
Added the ability to switch all toolbars. Added a zip code view in the address search results. Added a read-only list of unlisted data that contains all items that are not in any other Added the ability to create a route from a named route. Added the ability to import into folders and lists (and not always import
them into my collection). Added headers for the folder data list. Added the ability to duplicate geotagged photos. Added a link to the BaseCamp license agreement in the Help menu. Added the ability to roll back or re-on supported devices. Added the ability to drag folders from the file system to BaseCamp
(if supported data is available). Added the ability to accept the Google Maps coordinate format when you center the map on a position. Added new dog icons. The date the waypoint was created has been added to the waypoint properties dialog box. Added the ability to encourage users to recalculate a
route when the map with which the route was created was not crammed on the device. Added a prompt when duplicating a route if BaseCamp should also duplicate the waypoints used in the route. Added zooming using Alt/+ Alt/- keys. This is a rough zoom that zooms in or out of a series of zoom levels.
Added a toolbar and menu for easier device transfer options. Improved display when many photos are in the same place on the map. Improved XML processing (so you should now be able to import and export larger GPX files than before). Improved the display of measurement information by the
measurement tool. Improved behavior when importing data into an already selected list or folder. Improved double-click behavior. BaseCamp now zooms in on the data contained in this list. The default file name for backup has been improved. The default name now contains the current date. The
Recenter dialog box has improved the validation of map coordinates. The simple route dialog box has changed to transition to route properties so that the route can be further edited. Changed the icon for gas stations with convenience stores to make a gas station icon, not a shopping cart. Search options
(View Center, Center of Selected Items) have been clarified. Added Help text to make usage clearer. Cleaned toolbar, hide tools that are used less frequently by default, always show waypoint, route &amp; track tools. The cleaned route options made it easier to create custom route settings. Fixed the
delay in initializing the toolbar after starting basecamp or switching to a new map. Fixed an issue where basecamp did not always recognize the device's SD card. Fixed many address search issues. Fixed an issue where the toolbar did not appear the same way after basecamp restarted. Fixed an issue
where the search toolbar always appears after basecamp restarts, even if the user has chosen to hide it. Calculate a fixed area for tracks. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to rename an item from lowercase to uppercase (for example, renaming Washington to Washington). Fixed an issue where
the Treasure symbol was not consistent with the status of the found when importing or adding the treasure. Fixed an issue where the dialog box did not remember the last subselection. Fixed an issue with remembering data filters when switching between apps Fixed an issue where turning off point
display left many shopping cart points for specific map products on the map. Fixed an issue where the selection was lost when left-clicked on the map using the hand tool. Fixed problems with route/track creation and connection. Fixed issues with deleting data on devices. Fixed problems creating routes
from tracks. Fixed an issue where the BirsdEye selection field was dragged too far north. Fixed an issue with displaying custom maps on devices. Changes made from version 3.3.3 to 4.0.1: Changes made from version 3.3.2 to 3.3.3: Fixed an error when creating a new list folder, while a visible bubble
was detected on the map Fixed an error creating waypoints or tracks over third-party maps. missing files Fixed some errors when receiving from the device Fixed an error when using BaseCamp with an connected iPhone Fixed a problem with MTP devices with tabs larger than 8 GB Changes made from
version 3.3.1 to 3.3.2: Do not prohibit data filter options in the display menu in map mode w/ o filters. Fixed an error dividing a route with more than one reference to the same waypoint. Fixed crashes when reading the map installed on the card when ID conflicts occur. If the range of allowed IDs for card
products is changed, this has a side effect requiring all card products to be re-indexed. Fixed an accident when a route with profile route None has preferences. Fixed an issue where a route that was switched from a direct profile to None never automatically took off. Fixed an error deleting all waypoints
from a route. Fixed a downtime error. Fixed an issue with line breaks in GPX files. Fixed a send issue. The default value for the state of the mountain bike profile highway has been changed. Fixed an issue related to bad data imported from old MapSource GDB files. Fixed an issue where tracks lost all
data except position after a sequence of split, rollback, and retry operations. Reduce the size of the Welcome to BaseCamp dialog box to fit on smaller screens. Fixed an issue with the application hanging after performing 'Reset Options' with some other dialogs open. Fixed an error dividing a route from a
route point list when the route had more than one link to the same waypoint. Fixed an error when changing the selection of a folder or list. Changes made from version 3.2.2 to 3.3.1: Added collapsible lists of folders and sublists for better organization. Added support for shaping points for zumo devices, as
is the case in MapSource. Added explicit support for forming points. These will be transferred to support facilities. Added support for transferring waypoint categories on support devices. These are displayed in BaseCamp as lists. Added additional activity profiles with improved activity routing on supported
maps. Added specific avoidance of different road classes, removed the rider of the choice of road. Custom activity profiles added. Added shortcuts to for editing tools (division, (division, delete). Added a tool menu to help detect tool keyboard shortcuts. Changed so that the GPX files on the memory card
are directly editable. Changed to read all GPX files on the memory card, similar to how devices behave. Improved route data graphing. Improved charting when selecting multiple routes or tracks. Improved layout of photo, waypoint, route, and geo-route properties. Added additional statistics for route and
tracking properties. Added the Center map check box in the route and route dialog boxes. Added an easier way to add waypoints to routes (Insert Waypoint button). Additional data fields (such as address and phone number) have been added to waypoints. Added a view and updates the last edit date for
waypoints. Added a view of the lists that contain this data item to the properties. Added receiving geocache visits from the device. Added log treasure visits to the OpenCaching.com. Added treasure printing. Added an alternative notification mechanism (less annoying pop-up counters). Added display
settings to adjust the width of routes and routes. Added support for importing waypoints and tracks from KML/KMZ files. Added the suggested file name when exporting (so it's not always 'untitled'). Added more map details for higher detail settings. Data filters have been added to the map view. Added to
maintain the size of the dialog box for each data type. Added the ability to restore the route height for data mapping. Added features to remember display function settings for a single profile. Remove list and content has been changed to Remove list and unique content. Added Shift-Delete short-cut for
'Remove list and unique content'. Added a confirmation dialog box for Remove List and Unique Content. Added hiding activity profiles. Added creating OpenCaches from waypoints. Added ass and downs calculation for straight routes. Added an indication of the visibility status of the data filter in the data
list. Added a recalculation of more than 1 route at a time. Improved printing of routes and tracks. Change to avoid losing off-screen properties dialog boxes after screen resolution changes. Fixed problems sending routes to zumo. When converting routes, update the route point links to the new map data.
Fixed all basecamp 3.2 profiles that have invalid routing preferences (i.e. invalid vehicle types and incorrect avoidance). Fixed renaming a list in a location that requires you to press Enter to complete the edit. Fixed the Reset Header pop-up menu after renaming the item. Fixed an issue with altitude writing
when exporting to gdb file format. Fixed filtering tracks in automatic mode for songs without time information. Fixed height profile labels for Windows XP (no longer invisible). Fixed an issue when duplicating a route. BaseCamp will now also duplicate waypoints in this route. Changes from version 3.2.1 to
3.2.2: Fixed an issue with migrating waypoints with thumbnails from previous versions of BaseCamp to version 3.2.1. This issue may have damaged the database. Fixed an issue with tracks that have become duplicates of duplicates A prompt has been added to notify the user if data may have been lost.
Added a menu item to restore from a previous version. Added support for exporting fitness data (heart rate and cadence) in tracks. Changed to try to fix paths in Garmin Custom Maps (KML ground overlay) files at startup without informing the user that there are problems with the file. The message
displayed at startup has changed when the current video/tab mode does not support 3D. Improved initial download size estimates for some BirdsEye products. Fixed some rollback/recurrence issues. Fixed several issues related to shutting down the application. Fixed an issue where you didn't recognize a
USB device in Garmin mode (such as GPSMap 60) arrival and removal. Fixed several issues related to interruption of transmission to Garmin device in USB mode. Fixed some issues related to the exusion of mass storage devices. Fixed some issues with changing folder selection when using the
BirdsEye wizard. Fixed the problem of reading geotagged photos from many smartphones. Changes made from version 3.1.3 to 3.2.1: Move different property tabs to a separate dialog box Added to the map and data list of UI areas Added activity profiles, that make it easier to change between common
routing configurations The Activity Profile Dialog Box At Startup, better migration of existing route and route settings Added dragging photos to map view Added file drag-and-drop to my collection and user data list Added better preservation of the application state when restarting (selected tools, selected
tools, selected folder, selected display modes, etc.) Added support for restoring backups from different computers Added treasure search integration with OpenCaching.com Added photo sharing site upload (currently for Picasa) Added route statistics that match the selection in the route point list Added
additional stats to height profile Added height profile display when editing routes or tracks Added heart rate and cadence to route point list and elevation profile Added added a duplicate menu item for most user data types Added continuation of route/brush drawing when switching between tools Added
check boxes to fill in the alignment (for example, Avoid turning U)) Added a basic dialog box for creating routes Added drawing order control for new BirdsEye frames, added user selection of application language Added option to restore the application to the default settings Added tips dialog box when
entering full screen mode Added keyboard shortcuts to capture the map back north up Added import/export of files for tcx file format Added support export files for text separated by tabs and commas separated by added properties and waypoint commands to poi point list that appear when hovering on the
map Added optional analysis collection to help us improve the Added view of detailed device-based card/map coverage App Added maps Added when updates are available for the device Added FIT course receiving points and activity data from many fitness devices. These are converted to waypoints
and tracks. Added support for GeoCaching GroundSpeak 1.0.1 Extension Changed geotagging photos from the track to add links to these photos in the track Modified, to prevent a change in the location of treasures when they are part of a route Changed tool split create new waypoint or trackpoint at the
point of division Changed the style of drawing routes and tracks use thinner lines Fixed problem where we do not always delete all waypoints created as part of the route Fixed the problem with adding and removing links on different property tabs Improved search address near the center Removed
Filtered Route screen Changes made from version 3.1.2 to 3.1.3: Added support for handling changes in the LOC file format. Improved error handling for various map issues. Improved error handling for overlay issues. Changed the default name of BirdsEye frames created from other user data to reflect
the name of the selected item. Fixed an issue where the basic map from GPSMAP 78 was not displayed. Fixed an issue where the Topo Australia map did not appear. Fixed an issue where the Worldwide Aviation Basemap was not displayed correctly. Fixed an issue with changing the selection after
removing a waypoint from a route. Fixed an issue with deleting routes that span anti-Meridian. Changes made from version 3.1.1 to 3.1.2: Added localization for Simplified Chinese, Korean, and Thai. Added automatic naming of BirdsEyes based on the map area is over. Fixed an issue with creating user
data in Windows XP with a partition window on the property card shrunk to a very small height. Fixed an issue with not displaying the correct map layer for tabs that contain raster data (such as GB Discoverer). Fixed various issues related to user data filter and selection changes. Fixed an issue with a gap
in the distances of search results. Fixed drawing labels behind terrain in a 3D view. Fixed an issue with renaming data items in a list if the list was not sorted by name. Fixed an issue with migrating routes from 3.0.6 to 3.1.1 that were originally created in MapSource. Improved recovery from memory
allocation issues. Changes made from version 3.0.6 to 3.1.1: Added support for more new BirdsEye products. Added support for sorting, searching, browsing, and filtering user data. Added support for extruding devices from BaseCamp. Added support for track filtering. Added support to display track and
temperature statistics. Added support for time shifts when geotagging photos from tracks. Added support for editing multiple waypoints, routes, and routes at once. Added support for importing geotagged photos. Added full-screen support. Added support for a non-neused selection area for birdseye
downloads. Improved import performance automatic savings and routing. Improved support support different DPI settings. Reduced memory required by BirdsEye images. Changes made in version 3.0.5 to 3.0.6: Added support for the GB Discoverer product line. Added support for the City Navigator
Israel product line. Improved memory usage when drawing maps. Improved the speed of automatic routing calculation. Improved address search when searching near the center of the map. Improved indexing of map products installed on devices or SD cards. Changed error reporting for imported files.
Fixed an issue when rendering the '&amp;amp;character on map labels. Fixed a startup issue related to accents or German Eszett in the database. Fixed startup issues related to poor 3D settings. Fixed errors that may have occurred when you changed the filtered route settings in the middle of creating a
route. Fixed errors when editing photos with geographic acreage. Fixed the input of custom grid values. Fixed issues that may have occurred when changing the map font. Fixed issues that would result in missing parts of the map when using the NT map product. Fixed problems when changing the date
and grid. Changes made from version 3.0.4 to 3.0.5: Added localization for the following languages: Chinese (Traditional), Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian (Bokmal), Polish, Russian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish Added the ability
to unlock BirdsEye images for specific devices. Added support for recognizing European topographic cards as retail products. Improved map projection when printing BirdsEye images. When you type custom Garmin maps, change the settings to keep subfolders. Change the relative paths correctly in
references to waypoints received from the device. You can use a more reasonable zoom level when selecting Show on map for a single search result or waypoint. Change the update database to reflect the missing images while doing 'Restore' when the images have been excluded from the backed up.
Change to keep the device selection when you run the BirdsEye wizard if the device was previously selected. Changing the reading of maps on SD tabs written to the \Map subfolder Fixed auto-routing issues on some maps. Fixed copying/pasting photos with geographical labels from a device that doesn't
copy the photo. Fixed possible problems when running an external file or URL link. Fixed issues when reading photos with geographical stamps with invalid timestamps. Fixed displaying zip codes twice in poi-pi property bubbles on some European maps. Fixed issues with geotagging photos with Asian
language paths. Changes made from version 3.0.3 to 3.0.4: Fixed a startup issue when migrating Garmin BirdsEye images from previous versions of basecamp to version 3.0.3. Changes made from version 3.0.2 to 3.0.3: Added view that BirdsEye Images is unlocked for. Added the ability to control which
map feature lines are displayed. Improved memory usage for Garmin BirdsEye images and custom Garmin maps. Improved user feedback when transferring to folders and devices. Improved information about the reported service when garmin custom maps cannot Imported. Changed to allow the transfer
of partially downloaded BirdsEye images. Added the option for BaseCamp to try to read all garmin map images (.img files), regardless of name, from removable media. Fixed an issue when using Find with a map that does not have a city table. Changes made from version 3.0.1 to 3.0.2: Eliminated startup
error messages with empty SD cards. Fixed several printing-related issues. Fixed an issue when hovering over a 3D view after turning off lines or areas. Fixed an issue when importing a KML file that did not contain any visible terrain overlays. Fixed an issue with linking a track and a route. Fixed an issue
with the track and route insert. Fixed an issue with photos with geographic acreage on devices that were not read. Changes made from version 2.0.9 to 3.0.1: Added download, display, and transfer of BirdsEye satellite images to supported devices. Added downloading, viewing, and transferring custom
Garmin maps to supported devices. Added the ability to use BaseCamp with pre-installed maps on a connected device or a pre-programmed SD card. Added poster printing. Added printing of USGS quads and other public areas of land exploration. Added tools for automatic routes. The full set of
information for Geocaches is now correctly transferred to the device. Improved processing of the backup database. Improved the drawing speed of some European maps. Improved the speed at which geotagged photos are read and displayed. Improved stability when you start Windows 7. Numerous
improvements and troubleshooting. Changes made from version 2.0.8 to 2.0.9: Fixed an issue with sending waypoints, routes, and basecamp tracks to a location on a device that the device does not read. Changes made from version 2.0.7 to 2.0.8: Added localization for traditional Chinese and Japanese
languages. Added a 2D view of products that do not contain altitude data. Improved zooming with the mouse scroll wheel. Fixed problems detecting removable units. Fixed issues with geo-tagging of photos. Fixed an issue with the Last Desktop Maps screen tag that does not display correctly in 3D view.
Fixed an issue with printing around anti-meridian at low zoom level. Importing GPX files now retains tracking notes. Improved rendering performance for selected map products. Changes made in version 2.0.6 to 2.0.7: The 3D playback arrow increases. Fixed the behavior of the mouse scroll wheel in the
cache log. Various printer-related issues have been resolved. It now displays additional information about printer and printer driver issues. Fixed various issues that occurred while starting BaseCamp. Fixed some problems with the layout of the toolbar. Fixed some issues that occurred while transferring to
an external device. Fixed an issue that occurred under certain conditions when deleting items from a folder. Search poi now works for Topo Morocco. Speed of travel on routes works correctly. Changes made from version 2.0.5 to 2.0.6: Added a worldwide base map for use with BaseCamp. Automatically
named routes will now be named correctly when in the folder. Improvements roll back and re-function. Better handling of tracks that contain only 1 point. Find Now works if the location is set to Center of the Screen. Improved print preview features on smaller screens. Grid lines print correctly. Changes
made from version 2.0.4 to 2.0.5: Improvements to error reporting collect additional information when BaseCamp crashes. User settings are retained after the version is upgraded. Updated data on magnetic variations. Geotagged images appear in the correct orientation and draw faster. Skip printing blank
pages for routes without a portrait profile or notes. The list of user waypoints shows the symbol or image displayed on the map. Improved address search outside the United States. Added additional scroll wheel support. Fixed errors when opening non-English Help. Keep the angle of inclination of the 3D
map. Installation Instructions Download the Garmin BaseCamp update file to the directory on your hard disk. (i.c:\downloads). Change the directory where you downloaded the files (i.c:\downloads) and run the executable (.exe). Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the basecamp installation
update. Installation.
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